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Particle and Cell Separation
J. Paul Robinson
Abstract
Many processors are available for separating particles and/or cells, but few can 
match the capacity of flow cytometry – in particular the sorting component. Several 
aspects unique to cell sorting give it such power. First, particles can be separated 
based on size, complexity, fluorescence, or any combination of these parameters. 
Second, it is entirely possible to separate particles under sterile conditions, making 
this technology very advantageous for selecting cells for culture. Third, when this 
sterile environment is combined with a highly controlled safety system, it is possible 
to safely sort and separate highly pathogenic organisms or even cells containing such 
pathogens. The very latest instruments available add even more power by introducing 
the ability to sort cells based on spectral unmixing. This last option requires incred-
ible computer power and very-high-speed processing, since the sort decision is based 
on computational algorithms derived from the spectral mixture being analyzed.
Keywords: flow cytometry, sorting, single-cell analysis, fluorescence, light scatter, 
multiparameter analysis
1. Introduction
Available for over 50 years, cell sorting is now a technology undergoing signifi-
cant change as new approaches emerge. The first effective cell sorter that demon-
strated an ability to sort a significant number of particles or cells was developed 
by Mack Fulwyler in 1965 [1]. The foundation of the technology was the ultimate 
result of a publication by a pathologist named Lushbaugh that purported to identify 
multiple populations of red blood cells based on measurement of Coulter volume 
[2]. Fulwyler determined from an engineering perspective that Lushbaugh had 
incorrectly used the Coulter counter and set out to prove that red blood cells were 
not separate populations by designing an instrument that could physically separate 
individual populations. A few years later, Len Herzenberg expanded and developed 
the technology [3, 4] primarily for the immunology community as a fundamental 
tool in fluorescence analysis of cells [5–8].
Since those early days, sorting technology has been used in every aspect of 
science. Early practical applications of flow cytometry were for analysis of sperm 
[9], determination of fertility potential [10], and separating female and male sperm 
for breeding purposes [11]. Sorting was subsequently used for determination of 
DNA content [12], separation of human chromosomes [13], separation of live cells 
from dead ones [14], sorting of hemopoietic stem cells [15], and isolation of cloned 
isotype switch variants by fluorescence cell sorting [16]. All these were in the ten 
years following release of the first commercial instrument. Since that time, every 
conceivable particle and/or cell type has been physically sorted by flow, making it 
one of the most important scientific technologies in our armory.
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2. The evolution of cell sorting
Cell sorting is the most efficient method currently available for creating 
single-cell populations. An advantage of flow cytometry is that this process can 
be achieved without damaging the cells to any significant extent, and in a sterile 
environment to boot.
2.1 Coulter volume–based sorting
The original device developed by Fulwyler was based on sorting by Coulter 
volume, as illustrated in Figure 1. The concept as originally defined was that cells 
of different volumes would be separable because the impedance varied with cell 
volume. This method of sorting provides only a single parameter, Coulter volume, 
and thus does not require a light source as later flow-cytometry technologies did. 
Interestingly, Fulwyler’s techniques, while they created the stimulus for an entire 
industry, did not become integrated into the field of cell separation for almost 
40 years, when microfluidic systems saw huge advantages in impedance-based 
separation (discussed below).
2.2 Principles of piezo-based cell sorting
The most common approach for current cell sorts is the use of piezo crystals to 
general a high-frequency vibration within the sorting chamber. Because the entire 
chamber vibrates, the stream emanating from the nozzle breaks up into droplets. 
These droplets contain the item of interest for sorting – of course it is also possible 
that the droplet fails to contain the particle or contains more than one. Separating a 
particular droplet from the rest of the stream results in the sorting process for any 
particle or cell that is within that droplet. Figure 2 shows an overview of the process.
Figure 1. 
Sketch of the original Fulwyler impedance-based cell sorter. This instrument had a single 
channel of data – Impedance. Reproduced with permission: J. Paul Robinson - Purdue University 
Cytometry Laboratories.
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The sort stream itself has some important components that must be appreciated 
in order to understand how the sorting mechanism operates. The stream is generally 
a salt solution that can carry a charge. As can be seen in Figure 3, when the piezo 
crystal is activated the stream breaks up into droplets at a rate determined by the 
frequency of vibration. While these droplets can contain the particle of interest, 
there are also sub-droplets, termed satellite droplets, that break away from the main 
drops, as noted in Figure 3. As a rule, the higher the frequency of vibration, the 
smaller the droplet size and consequently the smaller the particle or cell that can be 
sorted. Other factors to be considered include the sorting pressure, which can be 
very high and can cause cellular damage.
3. Fluorescence-based cell sorting
The development of single-cell sorting as a new technology had little impact 
until the integration of fluorescence detection and laser-based excitation. These 
Figure 2. 
Overview of the typical setup for a piezo-based cell or particle sorter. Shown at the top is a piezo device 
that causes the entire chamber to vibrate at high frequencies. This results in the stream’s breaking into single 
droplets, each of which can be individually charged and then pulled toward a charged plate. Reproduced with 
permission: J. Paul Robinson - Purdue University Cytometry Laboratories.
Figure 3. 
The stream breaks up at a rate that is determined by the frequency of the piezo vibration. The last attached 
droplet is very important, as this is the point at which the computer determines exactly when to put a charge 
on the stream. As the droplet leaves the stream, it carries the same charge as was placed on the stream for that 
droplet. Thus, this droplet can then be manipulated to one side or other of the deposition area under the stream.
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Figure 4. 
A typical setup for magnetic sorting. Samples in the upper sample container can be separated through the 
addition of magnetic beads, typically labeled with an antibody to the target cell type. When the samples 
are passed by a powerful magnet, the magnetic beads and their targets are retained and thus purified. This 
technique can also be applied in large culture dishes such as 96- or 384-well plates.
achievements emerged from the laboratory of Len and Lee Herzenberg at Stanford 
University as the process of fluorescence-based cell sorting that they termed 
fluorescence-activated cell sorting, or “FACS.” This term was subsequently trade-
marked by Becton Dickinson, who first commercialized the Herzenberg technology. 
The early work from this laboratory used an intracellular fluorochrome (fluorescein 
diacetate) to label cells with very bright fluorescence that was excited by a mercury-
arc light source; signals were detected by a single photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
[4]. Thus began decades of development from this laboratory: first an integrated 
laser excitation source [3], followed by multiple lasers and scatter detectors [17], 
advanced light-scatter analysis [18], and ultimately the first multiple fluorescence 
detection using two PMTs [8], the last of which (as we know) expanded over the 
next three decades to the current demonstration of 40 colors [19]. The Herzenbergs 
were without doubt the most significant team in the field of flow-cytometry cell 
sorting, and their developments over four decades created the foundation for 
an entire field of fluorescence-based cell sorting as well as core applications of 
fluorescence-based analysis. Len Herzenberg was awarded the Kyoto Prize in 2006 
in honor of his accomplishments.
4. Magnetic particle sorting
Cell sorting using magnetic beads is a fast and efficient technology for separat-
ing cells without the need for the sort of high technology incorporated into flow 
cytometry. The huge advantage is the speed of separation and the fact that very 
large volumes of sample can be processed. The technology was developed by 
Miltenyi [20] in 1990 and is well embedded within current separation techniques 
today. In quick succession, the technology was used to separate pituitary cells [21], 
endothelial cells [22], B cells [23], eosinophils [24], proviral DNA [25], CD34+ 
cells [26], T cells [27], and bacteria [28]. The use of magnetic beads for sorting is 
demonstrated in Figure 4: a typical setup shows how magnetic beads attached to 
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antibodies are able to selectively separate cells or particles, as these are captured 
by the magnetic field and remain in the container while all other cells or particles 
unattached to the beads are removed.
The advantages of this technology are the very high speed of separation and the 
applicability to large volumes of sample. The disadvantage is that the selected popu-
lation is still attached to a bead and an additional operation is required to separate 
the bead from the cell. However, this technique is very effective in isolation of rare 
cells when an appropriate marker is available. Another advantage of magnetic-bead 
separation is that if the beads are of different size or can be marked with dyes of dif-
ferent intensities, it is then possible to perform multiplexed assays to target multiple 
analytes simultaneously. The disadvantage of this technique is the fact that you 
either use negative selection, i.e., you target everything except the phenotype you 
want, or must use a magnetic bead attached to your selected phenotype.
5. Microfluidic chip–based sorting
The fundamental principle of microfluidic sorting is the use of narrow-bore 
tubes through which particles flow. Depending on the type of chip, it is possible 
to use a variety of methods to move cells of interest to flow toward one output or 
another, as shown in Figure 5. With the advent of new manufacturing technology 
over the past couple of decades, many systems utilize microfluidic chip–based sort-
ing effectively. The advantage is that very small volumes, even less than a microliter, 
can be processed in complex lab-on-chip environments in which reaction sequences 
can be integrated within the chips. Many types of microfluidic chips have been 
developed that can physically separate cells, particles, and droplets at very high 
rates, making these lab-on-a-chip approaches very popular.
6. The limits of cell sorting
Cell-sorting technology is by no means a single entity or technology. There 
are several commercial instruments on the market, each with its advantages and 
disadvantages. However, some basic elements of sorting are fundamental to all 
instruments. For example, the goal of sorting differs depending on the sample 
being sorted. A sample containing desired rare cells to be isolated creates a sig-
nificant problem that must be approached differently from a sample containing 
20% of the desired phenotype. In the latter case, the sorting speed may not be a 
Figure 5. 
A generic microfluidic channel with 2 outputs. The process for selecting one or another population depends on 
the nature of the chip. Several different techniques have been demonstrated.
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significant issue at all. However, if the sample contains 0.01% or less of desired 
cells, then many tens or hundreds of thousands of cells must be evaluated before 
even a few desired cells can be collected. It has not been uncommon for cell sorters 
to be running 10-15 hours to obtain sufficient cells of rare populations in order to 
perform a desired experiment. Instrument designers were naturally driven to create 
instruments that could operate at far higher sampling rates than previously; an 
entire generation of high-speed sorters was designed, starting with the MoFlo that 
emerged in the late 1990s and was without doubt the most significant commercial 
sorter available.
Sorters can be programmed to increase yields, for example where maximum 
recovery of desired cells is established. This may mean that undesirable cells con-
taminate the sorted sample, but the operator is prepared to accept this in return for 
maximum recovery. An alternative is sorting for purity, where no undesirable cells 
are acceptable. However, in this mode, it is likely that the operator will lose some 
desirable cells.
Another consideration has been instrument dead-time – the time between calcu-
lations of the sorting algorithm during which the instrument cannot make a deci-
sion. In such cases, cells will be lost. Cell sorting is a complex process that ultimately 
depends upon the frequency of coincident events that occur at any stage of the 
sorting process. The process is determined by Poisson statistics ultimately based on 
the probability of observing a fixed number of events within a fixed time where we 
know the probability of an event’s occurring [29]. We can thus define the probabil-
ity of a particle’s being in a droplet or being lost to coincidence, for example. Such 
calculations in essence determine the efficiency of instrument sorting capacity. 
Many factors impact these decisions, such as the type of sort (purity or recovery) 
that one desires and the limits that one allows for errors.
The maximum sort speed is based on several factors, one of which is the elec-
tronics cycle time. Given that normal analysis time is in the range of 3-5 μs, this 
translates to a range around 250,000 events per second. However, achieving these 
rates would require enormous pressures that would be counterproductive to the use 
of most cellular materials, so the sample pressure may well be one of the limiting 
factors in cell sorting.
The fundamental process for droplet formation was defined over 150 years ago 
by Lord Rayleigh [30] in his treatise on acoustics. Essentially, based on Rayleigh 
criteria, a cylinder of liquid with a diameter D will break into drops spaced by 
λ = πD. While the goal of this chapter is not to discuss the fluid dynamics in detail, 
it is sufficient to note that the relationship between nozzle diameter, pressure, and 
frequency defines the characteristics of a particular system. These details are well 
described by van den Engh [31].
7. The advantages of cell sorting
While numerous techniques exist for establishing bulk cell populations, based 
on viscosity or by using magnetic beads, for example, there are few methods 
whereby absolute purity can be created from mixed populations, and even fewer 
where this can be achieved at the single-cell level. Cell sorting in flow cytometry 
can be achieved by use of a targeting fluorescent-conjugated antibody tag to 
extract the targeted cell type. The primary advantage of flow-cytometry sorting 
is clearly the ability to separate individual cells from complex mixtures given 
that one has access to appropriate targeting antibodies. Cell sorting is the most 
efficient method currently available for creating single-cell populations from 
complex mixtures. One advantage of flow cytometry is that this process can be 
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achieved without damaging the cells to any significant extent, in either a normal 
or a sterile environment. The ability of flow cytometry to sort under sterile condi-
tions allows the sorting of cells of interest for cloning, frequently into 96-well 
plates for subcloning cells of interest [32–34].
Some cell-sorting applications do not need complexity of signals, but instead 
accuracy and purity based on very few parameters. One such application is sperm 
sorting, which has become an area of significant economic impact in flow cytom-
etry. From the earliest concepts of evaluating X and Y chromosome–bearing sperm 
from domestic animals [35] to the effective use of cell sorters to electronically 
separate animal male and female sperm based on DNA content [11, 36, 37] for 
subsequent sperm sorting, flow cytometry has been the only really successful 
technology. Indeed, flow cytometry has also been extensively used for sorting 
human sperm [38], with extensive studies showing that the presence of Hoechst dye 
combined with UV excitation does not damage human sperm [39]. This approach 
was extended to sorting human sperm for in-vitro fertilization [40], a procedure 
that was allowed for several years by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) but 
was eventually withdrawn, mostly for ethical reasons, a few years ago. What has 
persisted, however, with regard to sperm analysis, is the well-defined analytical 
assays for determination of sperm quality [41–44].
A clear advantage of flow cytometry–based cell sorting is the ability to separate a 
unique signature in a highly heterogeneous environment. With significant advances 
in recent years in availability of and options in monoclonal antibodies, almost every 
cell type possible can be targeted. The vast increase in the number of available 
fluorochromes has enabled the near effortless separation of complex mixtures.
8. Next-generation cell sorting
To move to the next generation of cell sorting, an instrument must have capacity 
for multiple lasers, a large number of detectors, and ability to sort under multiple 
algorithmic processes. Ideally a next-generation sorter has the ability to utilize 
spectral unmixing as well. The principle of spectral flow cytometry was developed 
some years ago by our laboratory [45–49]; however, it was restricted to analysis 
instruments. More recently, a commercially available instrument called “Bigfoot,” 
a sophisticated and advanced sorter developed by Propel and now owned by 
ThermoFisher, is capable of real-time spectral unmixing for sort-decision making, 
which will be discussed later.
Over the past several years several companies have developed sorters with 
impressive automation capabilities. One example is the Sony SH800 cell sorter. In 
developing this sorter, Sony clearly identified one of the classic failures of sorter 
manufactures – lack of automation of instrument setup and calibration. As stated 
in the instrument brochure, “All setup steps, including optical alignment, droplet 
formation, side stream calibration, and delay time adjustment, are automated using 
Sony-developed CoreFinder technology™. This completely eliminates all the com-
plicated setup work required with conventional cell sorters.” This implementation 
by Sony is crucial; previous sorter manufacturers had to a large extent ignored this 
task because they assumed that all their sorters required highly skilled technolo-
gists to perform critical alignments. Earlier instruments had established compo-
nents that assisted calibration and setup. For example, in the early 1990s, Coulter 
Corporation (now Beckman Coulter (BC)) integrated a video camera and screen to 
view the droplet breakoff. Interestingly, the Coulter system showed a screen with a 
horizontal stream image. Becton Dickinson (BD) also installed a camera in the next 
iteration of their sorter but made the screen vertical in the same path as the operator 
Modern Sample Preparation Techniques
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would view the stream using the previous high-technology approach (a telescope). 
Such iterations perpetuated iterative updates with useful but not really transforma-
tional features for each version of sorter instrument. Sony therefore broke the mold 
and moved to a fully automated setup that was faster and more accurate than even a 
highly trained technician could achieve.
Another important development implemented by Sony was the use of a dis-
posable sorting “chamber.” It was in fact a sorting chip and is shown in Figure 6. 
Integrating a disposable chip into a cell sorter required many innovative modifica-
tions to the sorting design that even changed some time-honored expectations of 
how a sorter should operate. The integration of Sony’s outstanding mechanics in the 
x-y-z stage for plate sorting was also innovative in implementation. This allowed 
for index sorting that gave the user confidence regarding the precision of sort 
decisions. While Sony had not been previously competing in the cell-sorter market, 
they focused heavily on features that promoted automation in setup and operation 
and as such drove competitive products to accommodate these features, resulting in 
significant advantages to the user base in the cytometry field.
Cell sorting can be achieved using most particles or cell types. As noted earlier, 
sorting can be achieved directly into test tubes, 96-well plates, or for that matter 
virtually any type of plate. In addition, we have used cell sorting for bacterial sorts 
directly onto petri dishes as a single bacterium or in multiples (Figure 7).
The recent debut of the top-level Bigfoot cell sorter again broke many previously 
accepted norms for sorting instruments. Apart from the name, which as a previous 
Everest summiter (May 23, 2009) I will happily ignore, the Bigfoot is an almost 
fully automated 60-channel, 9-laser sorter. One of the most pleasant features is 
almost silent operation. Researchers who sorted for decades on other instruments 
became used to noisy pressure and vacuum pumps running almost continuously. 
The Bigfoot is pleasantly silent. In addition, the sorter has what I would classify 
as the safest operating environment of all sorters. While integration of sorters 
within class-II safety cabinets began in the early 2000s and was copied across 
the industry, the Bigfoot chose a more effective route. The engineers integrated a 
custom-designed class-II safety chamber as part of the instrument itself; within 
this chamber is another chamber for the actual sorting. There is little doubt that this 
sorter can safely accommodate pathogens or human samples.
Bigfoot embodies multiple features that I consider entirely sensible and that will 
no doubt be copied across the industry. Remote control of the instrument is effective 
Figure 6. 
Sony’s innovative sorting chip introduced into their cell-sorter line was mass produced and could easily be 
replaced. (figure modified from Sony website).
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and well managed, with direct support from company engineers available in minutes. 
The implementation of bead standards within a cooled vessel allows the instrument 
to proceed through setup and calibration without any user input except initiation 
of the software process. Combining this feature with remote control allows a user to 
literally prepare the instrument for sorting, even prior to entering the laboratory, a 
time-saving feature that I find valuable and practical. Similarly, the system comes 
standard with six sample stations that a user can fill and then proceed with virtu-
ally automated sorting without having to physically enter the sorting environment. 
For sorting of pathogenic samples, or samples with potential infectious agents, this 
feature is both innovative and a really sensible and practical advantage to the user.
The other major feature of this instrument is its capability for performing 
spectral unmixing and making sort decisions on those calculated curves. This is the 
first instrument capable of spectral sorting and it opens up an entirely new area of 
usage owing to the increase in power of spectral flow cytometry. In the years since it 
was first developed by our group [45, 46, 50], spectral flow cytometry has come to 
dominate the interest of immunologists and cytometry-related scientists. One reason 
is that spectral cytometry captures all the information available from multiple detec-
tors and can resolve spectra that are very similar, but that emanate from different 
chemical species [51]. This discrimination allows a greater range of chromophores to 
be integrated into a highly complex panel. An example of this is the recent demonstra-
tion of 40-color phenotyping [19]. For decades there has been a rivalry to increase the 
number of simultaneous fluorophores in flow cytometry, which began with a single 
fluorophore and now is at 40. The impact of spectral cytometry is certain to pay divi-
dends as the need to physically sort spectrally defined populations becomes evident.
While spectral analysis has been implemented for the past several years, the 
ability to sort based on a specific spectrally defined population has not been pos-
sible. With the implementation of Bigfoot’s spectral sorting capacity (see Figure 8), 
physical sorting based on real-time spectral-unmixing algorithms at rates approach-
ing 70,000 cells/second is now possible.
Flow cytometry sorting has changed significantly in recent years after many decades 
of iterative changes. In the 1980s and early 1990s, almost all users were focused on cell 
sorters as the core support instruments in their laboratories. This changed with the rapid 
grown of small analyzers, which became the primary instrument for flow cytometry, 
being efficient as well as cheaper and easier to manage than cell sorters. Ironically, the 
growth of the analyzer market and the excellence of competitive technologies resulted 
in a resurgence of demand for cell sorters with highly advanced features.
Figure 7. 
Single organisms can be sorted directly onto petri dishes. On the top, organisms were sorted at four organisms 
per “well” location, and on the bottom a single organism was plated in a 96-well format.
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9. Summary
Cell-sorting technologies have advanced over the 55 years since single-cell 
separation techniques were first invented. Of the multiple tools in the cell-
separation toolkit, the most effective so far has been flow cytometry based on 
fluorescence detection. The combination of multiparameter scatter signals from 
laser excitation and fluorescence emission from multiple detectors provides a 
unique multiparameter analysis capability, which together with sorting algorithms 
gives flow-cytometry sorters unique capabilities in separating even very rare cell 
populations with excellent purity. In the first two decades of the emergence of 
flow cytometry, cell sorting was the predominant implementation. However, 
within the last couple of decades the predominant impact in the field has been 
analytical instruments, not sorters. In fact, these analytical instruments have 
become so advanced that they have expanded the field significantly as very high 
levels of complexity have driven tremendous immunological advances. What has 
resulted from this is a new demand for cell sorters with equal levels of complexity, 
with the unfortunate large increase in cost, but the advantage of vastly increase 
automation. If there are any drawbacks to this direction, it is the cost of instru-
ments that can now exceed $1 M each. These instruments are most likely going to 
be in core laboratories that service multiple clients, since the average laboratory or 
even small companies cannot afford this level of expenditure. Regardless of these 
issues, piezo-based sorting is still the fastest and most efficient technique available 
for the sorting of any complex mixture.
Integration of a variety of detection approaches has enable a vast range of 
microfluidic systems – typically lab-on-a-chip technologies. These lab-on-chip 
approaches are heavily focused on diagnostic assays, which are likely to become a 
much larger segment of the cell-sorting market. The emergence of spectral unmix-
ing using multi-array detectors has expanded both detection and sorting technol-
ogy, largely owing to the high-speed FPGA-based electronics necessary for the 
current high-complexity sorting instruments.
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